CollabNet GitEye Desktop
Your eye on all things Git.
GitEye provides a simple-to-use graphical Git client with central visibility into essential developer tasks such
as defect tracking, agile planning, code reviews and build services. It’s easy to get started. GitEye works with
multiple Git implementations including TeamForge, CloudForge and GitHub, and runs on most platforms.
Download GitEye for FREE at www.giteyeapp.com.

Simple and Intuitive Git Client
Graphical Goodness
Say goodbye to the command line. With GitEye you’ll feel right at home using Git. All your everyday Git
commands are available via the easy to use graphical interface. Clone, commit, merge, rebase, push, fetch,
pull, stash, stage, reset and more.

Explore Your GitEye Workspace
Your GitEye workspace is always available and will keep you up-to-speed on all the activities you’re tracking
or working on. Quickly see which changes need to be staged or which ﬁles have conﬂicts. Drag and drop ﬁles
to stage them. Perform a quick diﬀ to see changes or view the full ﬁle to compare and explore proposed
changes before you commit.

Commit with Conﬁdence

Key Beneﬁts
Simple and Intuitive
Git Client

Say good-bye to the command
line. The easiest way to use Git.
Easy access to all vital Git
functions.

Full View of All Tasks

Your home for everything that’s
happening. Issue trackers
(GitHub, CollabNet), agile task
boards, Gerrit reviews, Jenkins
builds and more. Work online or
oﬄine.

Easy to Get Started

Free desktop client. Access any
Git repository in the cloud or onsite. No need to install additional
software. Runs on Windows, Mac
and Linux.

The Commit dialog allows you to see your changed ﬁles, as well as the diﬀ, all at once, allowing you to
compose good commit messages. Drag and drop issues from your issue tracker into your commit messages
to associate commits with the issues being ﬁxed or addressed.

Browse History and Visualize Branches and Merges
One of the great features of Git is its blinding speed—thanks to having the complete repository locally
available. Quickly browse the history of your code and visualize branches and merges. Open related issues in
issue tracker directly from the history view.

Understand History
Examine the change history of a ﬁle line by line so that you can see the ‘who/what/why/when’ for each line
of code. Understanding why a change was made provides insight to help resolve problems faster. Navigate
directly from a line of code to the issue in the tracker that initiated the change.

Full View on Tasks
Integrated Issue Tracker Clients
Easily integrate GitHub issues and TeamForge tracker artifacts. Additional trackers (such as Bugzilla, Trac and
JIRA) can be added, too. Use trackers online or oﬄine: Synch artifacts to your local desktop and then unplug.
Edit the artifacts or create new ones while oﬄine and then synch back up when you’re online again.

Agile Task Boards
Get complete access to CollabNet TeamForge agile development tools, including the graphical planning board
and task board. Signup for TeamForge projects via CloudForge from within GitEye.

CollabNet GitEye Desktop

Gerrit Code Reviews
A full client is included for Gerrit code reviews. Receive notiﬁcations on new changes or updates to monitored
changes. All details of the review can be visualized and acted upon within the client without having to pull the
changes (but you can if you want). You can also push changes to Gerrit and update existing reviews via the
Gerrit Change-ID.

Hudson/Jenkins Build Monitoring
Enterprise Git Technical
Resource Center

GitEye includes support for monitoring builds from a Hudson or Jenkins Continuous Integration server (CI).
Receive notiﬁcations within GitEye when a build runs, and then examine the changes, test results and logs all
from within the client as well.

Your one stop shop for enterprisegrade Git management. Technical
resources, downloads and more.
http://www.collab.net/git

Easy to Get Started
No Separate Installs.
Everything you need is included. The JGit library provides all Git client functionality so there is no need to install
a separate Git command line client. The Jsch library provides SSH client support so there is no need to conﬁgure
an external SSH client like Putty. If you have an existing OpenSSH key pair it can be used, or a new key pair can
be generated from the GUI.

Any Repository/Anywhere
Push-button cloning of repositories from hosting services such as GitHub, CloudForge and TeamForge. Support
for any Git repository, local or in the cloud. All local repositories can be easily added to the client so you can
start working right away. Repositories can be cloned via SSH, HTTP(s) or Git protocols.

Choose Your Platform
GitEye runs on Windows, Mac and Linux, so you and your colleagues are not restricted by the platforms you
may be using now or in the future.

CloudForge, TeamForge and GitHub Ready
Works natively with CloudForge and TeamForge. In addition, provides the best desktop for GitHub, with built-in
support for ﬁnding and cloning repositories. Native support for GitHub Pull Requests, Issues and Gists, including
oﬄine support. Update GitHub issues by committing changes while working oﬄine. When you’re connected
again, you can synchronize those issues, in the same way you push your changes to GitHub.

System Requirements

Platforms: Windows, Mac, Linux; Java 1.6 or later; 1 GB free memory (RAM) recommended

About CollabNet
CollabNet is a leading provider of Enterprise Cloud Development and Agile ALM products and services for software-driven organizations.
With more than 10,000 global customers, the company provides a suite of platforms and services to address three major trends
disrupting the software industry: Agile, DevOps and hybrid cloud development. Its CloudForge® development-Platform-as-a-Service
(dPaaS) enables cloud development through a ﬂexible platform that is team friendly, enterprise ready and integrated to supp ort leading
third party tools. The CollabNet TeamForge® ALM, ScrumWorks® Pro project management and SubversionEdge source code
management platforms can be deployed separately or together, in the cloud or on-premise. CollabNet complements its technical
oﬀerings with industry leading consulting and training services for Agile and cloud development transformations. Many CollabNet
customers improve productivity by as much as 70 percent, while reducing costs by 80 percent.
For more information, please visit www.collab.net.
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